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ROBERT SCHWARTZ, M.D., Editor

CLINICAL HAEMATOLOC.Y IN NIEDICAL PRACTICE. G. C. deGruchy. Oxford, England, Black-

well Scientific Pumblications Ltd., Springfield, Illinois, Charles C Thomnas, 620 pp., $10.00.

This book, by one of Aimstraiia’s best known hematoiogists, is aimed primarily at the

general practitioner. It stresses clinical probiemiis, how to investigate them, what to do

aboumt tilem. The text is characterized by simnplicity and lucidity; there is no padding;

the practitioner will not be burdened with too mnumch in the way of hypotheses and
conflicting theories. There are many good tables througilout, highligilting the investigation,

clinical features and management of tile various types of cases. Sonic sections natuirally
come off l)etter than others, but all are characterized by soumndness, practicality and eomnmnon

sense. Perhaps p�2 is stressed too miiucll in the treatment of poiycythemnia; also, no state-

ment as to its possible ilarmfuml effects is made. Hyperspienism is covered unusually well,

the blood groumps and transfusions rather inadequmately. There are good sections on

leukemia, hemnolytie anemnia and thrombocytopenic purpumra. The figumre of 75 per cent

beneficial effects from splenectomny in ITP is proi)abiy too high. The section on coagulation

disorders is written by I)r. R. Jancis. Each chapter is followed by a list of carefully
chosen references for fimrther reading. This book is highly recommended for the general

practitioner-William Dameshek

BAU UND FUNKTION DER NORMALEN NIILz. Ernst von lierrath. Berlin, Walter de Gruyter
& Co., 1958. 412 pp., $17.00.

This book, by the Professor of Anatomy and Director of the Anatomical Institute of the

Free University, (\Vest) Berlin, is an extraordinarily thoroumgh and comprehensive non-

clinical study of the spleen. Incltmded are chapters on the embryology, macroscopic anatomy,

capsule and trabeculae, circumlation, nerves, red and white pulp and spleen pigments.
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There are many good illuistrations, some in color. Niany of the 412 pages are in fine print,

so that the reader really gets his money’s wortll. There is a very complete 60 page

bibliography. This is a wonderfumi reference 1)00k on the basic histology and circulation
of the spleen, with adequmate collateral discumssions of such considerations as the histologic

reactions to allergic, infectious amid inlnlunologie disturbances. This book is a must for

the serious student of splenie histology, pathology and pathophysiology.-William Dameshek

ERWORBENE HAMOLYTISCHE ANAMIEN KLIN1K UND SEHOLOGIE. H. H. Hennenmann. Leipzig,

VEB Georg Thieme, 1957, 198 pp., DNI 26.40 ( about $13.20).

This relatively short handbook in Gennan presents an excellent summary of the present

concepts of the clinical and laboratory features of the acquired ilemnolylic anemias.

The first part deals with the classification and etiology of acquired ilemolytic anemias,

with particular emphasis placed on the serologic properties of the patient’s serum. The

laboratory technics are described in full detail, and the clear discussion of the various

antibodies found in these clinical syndromrmes represents the best chapters of the book.

The second part, clinical, is accurate and convincing and contains many case histories.

The literature of this field is worked up quite extensively to the year 1955. The graphic

charts and tables are simple and clear, as are the photographs. The book is receommended

in every respect.-A. Eisner

BLOOD GROUPS IN MAN, ed. 3. R. R. Race and Ruth Sanger. Springfield, Charles C Thomas,

1958, $8.50.

Medical texts, like their authors, come in a profumsion of types. Some are merely com-

pilations of the literature; others are so poorly written and so badly organized that

whatever originality they may have had is lost in a mist of verbiage; another, quite rare

species, is a concoction of experience and wisdom so expertly put together that it turns

out to be quite a tour de force. It is timis latter variety that Drs. Race and Sanger have

produced. Their book describes with great clarity the relations between blood groumps and

human genetics, each of the blood groimp systemils, methods used in blood groumping in

the identification of antibodies, problems of parentage and identity, blood groups of

twins and the relations between blood groumps and disease. The text is amazingly up to
date, and in one ease aetumally anticipates a paper jumst published ( Allen’s discovery

of the antigen C ) . Thus, the reader will find diseumssions of such recent findings as the

antigens M’, Ve, Js, and Di’ as well as anti-Tj’. The newly discovered alleles of the

Kell system, Kp” and Kp’, are nicely discussed, and the complex group comprising C, c,
cw, cT and C” are explained in a neat diagram.

In addition to these virtumes, it becomes obvious as one reads this book that the ex-

tensive experiences of Race and Sanger have been fully tmtiiized to sift all evidence and

to weigh each fact so as to present a balanced accoumnt of this complicated field. This

work is indispensable to anyone interested in blood groups and can serve as a mnodel of

organization and clarity of thought to all.-Robert Schwartz

PRACTICAL BLOOD TRANSFUSION. I. D. James. Springfield, Charles C Thomas, 1958.

187 pp., $4.50.

Dr. James, the Director of the North London Blood Transfusion Service, a large

center of the National Transfusion Service of Great Britain, presents in this book an

account of the technics and philosophy of his organization, beginning with an interesting

section devoted to the blood donor and ending with a brief chapter on the legal aspects

of blood transfusions.
It is unfortunate that this work is not mnore cosmopolitan in scope, since it possesses

those rare virtues of lucidity and brevity. Perhaps fuiture editions will deal with the
problems of the cross match for open heart surgery, the use of the minor cross match,

tile routine use of Coombs’ test in the cross match, and the matter of platelet preservation.
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The sections dealing with plastic and siliconized transfusion equipment, afibrinogenemia

and erythroblastosis fetalis are too brief to be of real valume.-Robert Schwartz

HANDBUCH DER GESAMTEN HAMATOLOGIE, Vol. I. Ludwig Heilmeyer and Anton Hittmair,

Eds. Munich, Berlin, Vienna, Urban & Schwartzenberg, ( Half-leather binding) 140 DM.

This massive Handbook, which when completed will consist of 5 volumes, will Un-

doubtedly compare favorably with other multi-volume treatises from the same publishing

house, which have enriched the field of medicine in years past. This first volume deals

with general hematology and takes up sumch things as comparative cytology of blood

cells, the blood in normal infants and child, that of old age, physiology of blood cells,

the detailed histology of the various blood cells, the Pelger-Humet anomaly and the cytology

and histology of the blood-forming organs. Tile bone marrow, spleen, lymph nodes, RES

etc. are all covered, each article l)eing written by an authority. In this first volume,

devoted largely to nlorphology, all the contribumtors except two are from Cental Europe,

perhaps fittingly so, since from this area camne most of tile early studies in hematology,

which for a long time was almost exclusively morplloiogic. Ferrara of Rome has a nice

chapter on comparative hematology, a subject of growing importance. Knoll of Switzerland

has a beautifully illumstrated chapter (with perfect lithography) of the development of

tile blood-forming tissues and blood cells. There is a much needed chapter with excellent

tables on the blood in normal infancy and childhood. Altmann ( Freiburg ) presents a very

detailed chapter on the general morphology of the blood cells with excellent descriptions

of mitochondria, Goigi apparatums, etc. Weicker ( Bonn ) has a comnprehensive presentation

of cell division and its abnormalities, followed by detailed descriptions of the red cell,

the reticulocyte amId the siderocyte. Functional characteristics of the various cells, their

intimate chemistry, etc. are discussed niore or less fully. Fonio’s chapter on the platelet is

excellent.
Fiesehi and Sacehetti have a lengthy chapter, illustrated with Kodachromes, of the bone

marrow. The physiology of the spleen is discussed by T. Temnpka of Cracow, Poland; and

Hittmair has a lengthy chapter on special cytology of the spleen. This is followed by

Introzzi’s discussion of the general pathology of the spleen and by lengthy chapters cn

lymph nodes ( Tisehendorf) and RE. system ( Fresen, 1)usseidorf).

This is without doumbt a fine volumme and a good start for tile rest to come. Like all multi-

authored texts there is considerable unevenness in tile qumality and qimantity of the various

chapters, depending largely of course upon the degree of care and the amount of

writing which the contributor lavishes upon his own selection. To bring together under one

roof sumch a diversity of talents is no mean task, and the hematologic group owes much

to Professors Heiimeyer and Hittmnair for undertaking the preparation of this magnum opus

winch shoumld act as a reference volumne for a long time to come-William Dameshek
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